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Аннотация. В работе рассматриваются принципы применения теории 

автоматов  в процессе обучения.  Сетевое взаимодействие, реализованное 

посредством системы динамического тестирования, позволяет проводить 

диагностику на любом этапе выполнения задания и осуществлять поддержку в 

режиме студент-студент, студент-преподаватель, и достигать равноценных 

результатов разными студентами. Модернизация системы образования, 

изменения в федеральных образовательных стандартов, реализация 

национального проекта "Наша новая школа"  помогает преодолеть барьеры и 

сэкономить время. Сети и сетевые услуги становятся все более и более 

популярным, эта тенденция прослеживается и в сфере образования. Процесс 

образования сегодня должен быть организован с учетом современных 

тенденций. Сетевое взаимодействие становится все более и более 



популярным,  и в этом контексте технологии используются для поддержки 

традиционного образования. 
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Abstract. In this paper we describe the use of the principles of the theory of 

automata the process education. Networking implemented by means of dynamic 

assessment system allows carrying out  diagnostics at any stage of performing the 

task and provides student-student, student-teacher support; it allows achieving 

equivalent results by different students. Modernization of educational system, 

changes in the federal educational standards, realization of the national project 

“Our new school”, using interactive technologies and ICT helps to overcome 

barriers and save time. Networks and different network services become more and 

more popular; this trend can be traced in the educational sphere as well. The process 

of education today should be organized taking into consideration the modern 

tendencies and in this context technology is used to support traditional education. 
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Introducation. 

Implementing information technology in different spheres of human life is the 

modern tendency and education is not an exception. The federal project “Education” 

includes innovative schools, innovative academic programs for higher educational 

institutions and internetization of education (http://mon.gov.ru/pro/pnpo/). 

Effective use of modern educational technologies, including information and 

telecommunication technologies in the process of learning becomes an indivisible 

part of education today. 

Modernization of educational system, changes in the federal educational 

standards, realization of the national project “Our new school”, using interactive 

technologies and ICT helps to overcome barriers and save time. Networks and 

different network services become more and more popular; this trend can be traced in 

the educational sphere as well. The process of education today should be organized 

taking into consideration the modern tendencies and the content of modern 



educational materials. The term “blended learning” becomes more and more popular 

and in this context Internet-technology is used to support traditional education. 

Teachers in accordance with the position they take toward technology supported 

learning may be divided into two categories. Half of teachers recommend digital 

resources to students; they consider it may help to retain interest to the subject. The 

other half is not fond of digital resources; moreover they consider Internet harmful 

for the system of education. But all of them agree that IT became indivisible part of 

the educational system (G. Dudeney, 2008:31). 

The users may be divided into two groups. The first includes those who use 

technology eagerly, while the second use computer exclusively in case it is really 

needed. In literature we may come across the terms “technoholics” and 

“technophobes”. Many people are somewhat in the middle (G. Dudeney, 2008:31). 

Using technology in class does not mean it is used instead of the traditional 

methods – it is used in addition to them, to support the traditional methods, make the 

classroom activity more interesting and diverse. 

Main part. 

Traditional methods of education do not allow a teacher to get regular feedback 

concerning the students’ level of mastering the material, timely process this 

information and introduce corresponding changes in the educational activity. Many 

existing virtual educational systems have the same drawbacks. All this motivates to 

find ways of detecting mistakes in the students’ knowledge and skills and their 

correction. 

In the modern educational system the term “finite automaton” is often used. 

Automaton model is a system (student) interacting with environment (teacher; 

another student, acting as a teacher; or educational program) and undergoing within a 

certain period of time a set of states (levels of mastering the material) (P.P. Dyachuk, 

2005:343). The mark obtained by the student may be considered as the state. 

The simplest automata model of a student fulfilling an educational task is as 

follows: educational environment includes the tasks and a teacher, it conveys signals 

– assessment of the steps undertaken by the student. The student is aimed at solving 



the task. The task which is carried out correctly leads the student toward the goal. The 

task which is carried out wrongly moves the student off the goal. In case the student 

(regarded as automaton) working at a problem gets timely signals on whether his 

activities are right/wrong and will definitely solve the problem, i.e. reach the goal. 

The environment which is guiding the student also has the goal – making the student 

solve the problem without receiving feedback signals from the environment itself. 

Thus, environment after analyzing the students’ activity makes the decision on 

whether to continue supporting the student or not. One of the most widely spread 

control tools is testing; though classical closed tests do not allow to gather much 

information about the students’ educational activities. We may conclude that system 

dynamics is the basis of a computer model which will perform such functions 

(N.I.Pak, 2004). 

We face the necessity of working out flexible testing technologies which will 

allow to get information not only on whether the student solved the problem correctly 

but on the way the student chose to reach the goal, his typical mistakes – this will 

give the teacher the opportunity to assist the student. As a result every student follows 

his own individual educational trajectory formed by the teacher after analyzing his 

activity. To our opinion one of the possible ways to make it is using cybernetics for 

didactical purposes. Cybernetics has accumulated rich experience in controlling 

complex objects. From the point of view of cybernetics the subject of educational 

process – the teacher – is regarded as the administrating system. A student in this 

context is the object being governed, the object which is a complex dynamic system 

having its own administrating system capable to accept, store and process 

information. Moreover the teacher cannot physically (even taking into consideration 

he uses computer) trace every students’ activity and give corresponding feedback. 

Taking into consideration this factor we consider collaborative learning effective 

(V.K. Dyachenko, 1995:216). 

Collaborative learning offers the opportunity to extend the number of useful 

students’ characteristic. These characteristics may be revealed in facing unusual 

situations and environment. The students involved in collaboration acquire new 



qualitative characteristics depending upon the mechanisms of cooperation; these 

mechanisms in their turn depend on the opportunities offered by the technology. The 

simplest system is network interaction of the two students; for network interaction the 

students may be united mechanically. 

We examine the example which shows that within network interaction the 

students develop specific functions. One student may perform the function of a leader 

or a teacher, i.e. he starts teaching another student and assisting him. In this context 

the first student acquires specific functions of a leader; his co-student accepts the role 

of a second pilot. It is important that these specific roles (leader-second pilot) do not 

influence the ability of the students to solve the tasks in free running mode. 

While constructing the models of interaction it is important to bear in mind that 

only the simplest models depending on comparatively small amount of parameters 

allow to sort out the effects appearing within these models and situations. These 

simplest types of interaction are the random interaction of the two students and 

homogenous interaction with a limited number of neighbors. 

In the dynamic network such interaction can be organized the following way. 

Every new task the computer begins with establishing a contact with another 

computer. This means that every time a student has a new workmate. And the student 

may be unaware who helps him and whom he helps himself. A student helps 

someone from the group, someone from the group helps him – this is all he knows. 

When the number of the group members is limited the student has a list of 

participants he can contact and cooperate.  

In case when the task includes completing a test cooperation is realized in the 

form of information/experience exchange (D.N. Kuzmin, 2007:78). It is expected that 

the students’ achievements will be comparatively equal. Within cooperation the 

students exchange the strategies of solving the problems and realize the algorithm 

“help smb. – ask smb. for help”. 

Below we consider the example of interaction in pairs – the task is to construct a 

graph of function which can be written as follows: 

00 ))(( yxxkmFy ++= .                                           (1) 



The graph of the function is generated by the computer and is presented to every 

student on the screen. The students work in turn, and every student can see and assess 

every action. 

Constructing the graph of function (1) is carried out by every student, the initial 

graph of function given on the display is )(xFy = . The student should transform the 

graph )(xFy =  along the axes OX and OY, perform contracting and stretching of the 

graph )(xFy = , inverse the graph to get the sought-for graph of function (1). The 

system interface has corresponding control button to manage the disposition and the 

form of the graph )(xFy = . The machine records the operations; the period time the 

students needed to carry out the task; correct result of the activity is recorded as (+1), 

incorrect result as (0); the value of the objective function and other products of the 

students’ activity. 

The objective function f may be used as a numerical characteristic of the 

learning process. It will show the students’ level of mastering the material. Every 

student’s objective function )(tϕ  at a period of time 11 ++ ∆+= iii ttt  is defined by the 

equation: 

))(),(()( 11 ++ ∆+Φ=∆+ iiiii ttSttt ϕϕ ,                                (2) 

S(t) – is the function of the reword received by the student. The reword is the 

result of summing up the correct and incorrect activities recorded as (+1) and (0), 

received by the student while he was working at the task i+1. The target signal f(t) is 

formed by the function F: 

)]([)( ii tFtf ϕ= .                                                  (3) 

The target signal defines the type and the frequency of the help which had been 

given to the student by the system. The frequency of the assistance depends of the 

value of the criterion function. The same functions can be calculated the same way 

for the pair of students. 

It is evident that in the process of working at the task every student may make 

mistakes which make the distance leading to reaching the goal longer. But as the 

students fulfill the task together another student may correct such a mistake, 



increasing his reword function. But their common reward function stays on the same 

level. 

A step of the first student and following it the step of the second student are 

regarded as one unit in assessing the activity of the two students. As every student of 

the two may perform both correct (1), and incorrect (0) operations there may be the 

following variants:  

• 1–1, every student performed operation correctly; 

• 0–1, the first student made a mistake, the second corrected the mistake; 

• 1–0, the first student performed the operation correctly, the second failed; 

• 0–0, both the students made mistakes. 

The formula for calculating information entropy may be written as follows: 
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рi  – is the probability of every variant of performing the activity, ni  – how many 

times every variant took place (0–0, 1–0, 0–1, 1–1). For depicting the students’ 

achievements more vividly we split the value of criterion function into 10 intervals - 

the levels of independent work. 

The transition from level to level depends on the criterion function calculated by 

the computer and is described by the formula: 

         ( ) 191 +⋅−= fL ,                         (5) 

  L – level of independent work, f – criterion function.  

 To make the computer system able to calculate the student’s level it needs to 

record all the operations and assess them as correct or incorrect. After completion of 

the task the computer system totals the value of the criterion function and defines the 

of students’ independent work level ( or the level for a pair of students). 

In accordance with the level of independent work the computer system gives 

instructions to every student by means of the indicator showing the distance toward 

the goal. The managing computer system is aimed at helping the student to reach the 

level when he is able to study independently. At this level the system ceases helping 



students. The evolution in the work of the managing system can be traced in the 

trajectories of the function Y (t): 
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Pic. 1. The graph of function depicting the dependence of the management 

system from time - Y(t). t1 , t2 , t3 ,… 

The graph shows the moments of switching in/off the information channel 

(information about the distance to the goal). 

Pic. 2. shows realization of the criterion function for the pair of students and the 

trajectory function of the management system y(t). The function y(t) may be 

characterized as a non-stationary telegraph random process describing the two 

conditions of the management system: switched on,  y(t) = 1  and switched off,   y(t) 

of the distance indicator (showing the distance to the goal).  

 
Pic. 2. The experimental graph of the criterion function (t) and the 

frequency of the management actions y(t). 

The vertical lines in Pic. 2 correspond to completion of the task. 



Function of reward (Pic.3) shows every action at a given moment. In case the 

pair of students fulfils the task correctly, the graph is added two points – every 

students’ successful achievement is evaluated as 1 point. In case the task is performed 

incorrectly the graph is decreased by 2 points. In case one of the students performed 

the task correctly, and the second failed the task, the graph value stays without 

changes. The width of the steps shows the time it took the students to fulfill one 

action. The award function increases in case the student fulfills the task correctly, and 

decreases in case the student acts incorrectly. 

 
Pic. 3. The graph of reward for the pair of students 

 

The record of all the actions is needed from the point of view of defining the 

level of the students’ training, including all the students’ actions and the actions 

performed by the computer. Educability of the learner is revealed in the criterion 

function while the evolution of the trajectories of the student’s awards reveals his 

policy of achieving the goal. 

The circular diagram is most convenient for presenting the actions undertaken 

by the pair of students. It reflects all the possible variants within fulfilling the task 

and in the whole process in general. Pic. 4 presents the diagrams showing the activity 

of the pair f students on different stages of the test. 

The first diagram shows one of the first tasks. The students’ actions lack 

coordination, the task is fulfilled mostly by trial and error method, their information 

entropy tends to 1. The second diagram shows that the students begin to play the 

roles - one of them is the leader, the second plays the supporting role, the leader does 

not only fulfills the tasks correctly, he also corrects the mistakes of the second student 

http://lingvo.yandex.ru/by%20trial%20and%20error/%D1%81%20%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BE/LingvoEconomics/


(the second diagram does not contain variants 0–0 and 1–0), that leads to decreasing 

the entropy of the pair of students in general. Finally the diagram should tend to the 

1-1 type. 

 
Pic. 4. The diagrams showing the variants of the students’ activity 

The analysis of the diagrams allows to draw a conclusion on the effectiveness of 

splitting the students into pairs for educational purposes. For example, the pairs 

which show a constant increase of the criterion function are effective, while the pairs 

which demonstrate fluctuations of the criterion or its constant value are not effective. 

It is recommended to redistribute such students into pairs and find the students other 

partners. 

Conclusion. 

Using the system allows every student to study in accordance with his own 

opportunities, following his personal trajectory. In case the student needs assistance 

he is given the needed help. The frequency of the support is determined while the 

task is being carried out. This frequency is determined for every student separately, 

i.e. the differentiated approach toward education is realized. 

After completion of the tasks every student reaches some level of independency 

(from 1 to 10). The students may be differentiated in accordance with their level of 

independency – the students showing levels 1 – 4 need the teacher’s help more than 

others. The students showing the level of independency from 5 to 7 need the teacher’s 

help occasionly, and the students having the level of independency 8 – 10 may study 

independently.  

To our opinion the offered technology may be effectively used not only at 

secondary educational institutions but at higher school as well. This method may also 

serve as a means of increasing the communicative competency of future teachers. 
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